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How do I hack it?
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How do I hack it?
1. Measure some power
2. Save it
3. Look at power trace and pick location
4. Run statistics and get key
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Full setup
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Issues on SoCs?

● Noisy measurement
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Issues on SoCs?

● Noisy measurement

● Board not easily modifiable

● Complicated power routing 
and power regulation

What if we could better target where 
we measure?
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Electromagnetic measurement
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Electromagnetic measurement

EM field probe
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Electromagnetic measurement

Magnetic field probe
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We can also go much smaller… But not today!
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We can also go much smaller… But not today!

→ May allow VERY precise targeting of transistors specific transistors
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So what's leaking?

● Memory bus
● Processor operation loading the key
● HW Cryptographic processor?
● Crypto in SW - Which core? Which type of core?
● Power supply lines?
● Other components - capacitors?

→  find the place, frequency range and exact instruction
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What are we doing?
1. Finding a location
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What are we doing?
1. Finding a location

2. Finding a specific point in time and aligning traces 
○ Encryption can be interrupted by cache hits/misses in SW 
○ Alignment can be hard to find in HW
○ May be useful to look for “memory strobes” - reads from memory before encryption        

(though you may have to saturate the DMA with another operation in order for it to interact 
based on interrupts only due to manny reads from OS)
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What are we doing?
1. Finding a location

2. Finding a specific point in time and aligning traces 
○ Encryption can be interrupted by cache hits/misses in SW 
○ Alignment can be hard to find in HW
○ May be useful to look for “memory strobes” - reads from memory before encryption        

(though you may have to saturate the DMA with another operation in order for it to interact 
based on interrupts only due to manny reads from OS)

3. Multiple alignments - i.e. alignment of entire trace and alignment of trace parts
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What are we doing?
4. Finding the length of operation 

○ CPU may clock scale → Create a template for each clock frequency + observe frequency 
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■ Influenced by the clock and low-pass filtering (capacitors)
■ Hardware is more difficult - frequencies application specific
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What are we doing?
4. Finding the length of operation 

○ CPU may clock scale → Create a template for each clock frequency + observe frequency 

5. Finding the frequency spectrum of the operation 
○ leakage typically at a Low frequency (50MHz +- 25MHz in SW) 

■ Influenced by the clock and low-pass filtering (capacitors)
■ Hardware is more difficult - frequencies application specific

➢ Figuring out as much as we can about exactly what the processor is doing 
and where
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But…
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How can we be sure?

➢ We have a number of points with noise we suspect to be leaking 
something… 
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How can we be sure?

➢ We have a number of points with noise we suspect to be leaking 
something… 

➢ We have many power traces with plaintext-ciphertext pairs for these points…

➢ We can use “Leakage assessment”! - to tell if its leaking something relevant
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How can we be sure?
 Specifically using Welch’s t-test:

“is a two-sample location test which is used to test the hypothesis that two  
populations have equal means” - Wikipedia
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How can we be sure?
 Specifically using Welch’s t-test:

“is a two-sample location test which is used to test the hypothesis that two  
populations have equal means” - Wikipedia
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How can we be sure?
By knowing what we are looking for - using Leakage assessment

 We can upgrade to a fixed-versus-random t-test:
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Exploitation = simple overview

1. Understand what is leaking
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Exploitation = simple overview
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Exploitation = simple overview

1. Understand what is leaking

2. Build a model

3. Guess key bits-bytes and 

correlate
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On hardware its hard because

● Requires long captures (days)

● Requires experience and time spent on leakage detection (even longer)

● Hardware specific countermeasures may be included
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Can I do this at home?

➢ Yes! Breaking software implementations is very likely possible with only a 
simple oscilloscope and handmade coils
Some reading material will be necessary though...
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➢ On HW, this is trickier, coil size will matter more too
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Can I do this at home?

➢ Yes! Breaking software implementations is very likely possible with only a 
simple oscilloscope and handmade coils
Some reading material will be necessary though…

➢ On HW, this is trickier, coil size will matter more too

➢ You can do this on many targets - architecture (fabrication process and 
pipelining) and complexity agnostic

○ But… Targeting hardware and use of countermeasures may increase difficulty and cost 
significantly
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Countermeasures
1. Adding dummy operations within encryption
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3. Masking

4. Adding a metal plate on top of SoC die
5. Transistor level balancing
6. Embedding the crypto core in lower metals of the die

7. Including LC oscillator to measure presence of EM probe
8. Flattening the EM response of the chip using an EM equalizer
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Countermeasures
1. Adding dummy operations within encryption
2. Shuffling operations
3. Masking

4. Adding a metal plate on top of SoC die
5. Transistor level balancing
6. Embedding the crypto core in lower metals of the die

7. Including LC oscillator to measure presence of EM probe
8. Flattening the EM response of the chip using an EM equalizer

Changing the encryption

Changing how the IC 
behaves

Actively detecting 
or mitigating 
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Takeaways - SoCs compared to simpler processors

● SoCs have more noise
● SoCs have multiple parts that can perform encryption
● SoC complexity != security
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Takeaways - SoCs compared to simpler processors

● SoCs have more noise
● SoCs have multiple parts that can perform encryption
● SoC complexity != security
● SoCs may do unexpected things - interrupt encryption, clock scale, or use/not 

use cache
● Leakage detection != a good leakage model is possible, a good leakage 

model is harder to construct for a more complex device
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Other reasons to be interested in this topic

● Protection of IP

● Protection against HW trojans

● Better verification & testing (of security or in general)
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